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Abstract

Background and Objective: Sleep is an important part of our life. That importance is high-
lighted by the multitude of health problems which result from sleep disorders. Detecting these
sleep disorders requires an accurate interpretation of physiological signals. Prerequisite for this
interpretation is an understanding of the way in which sleep stage changes manifest themselves
in the signal waveform. With that understanding it is possible to build automated sleep stage
scoring systems. Apart from their practical relevance for automating sleep disorder diagno-
sis, these systems provide a good indication of the amount of sleep stage related information
communicated by a specific physiological signal.
Methods: This article provides a comprehensive review of automated sleep stage scoring sys-
tems, which were created since the year 2000. The systems were developed for Electrocardiogram
(ECG), Electroencephalogram (EEG), Electrooculogram (EOG), and a combination of signals.
Results: Our review shows that all of these signals contain information for sleep stage scoring.
Conclusions: The result is important, because it allows us to shift our research focus away from
information extraction methods to systemic improvements, such as patient comfort, redundancy,
safety and cost.

Keywords: Sleep stage, Deep Learning, Internet of Health Things, Decision support systems

1. Introduction

Sleep is a basic human function, which is characterized by a sequence of alterations in brain,
muscle, eye, heart and respiratory activity. That active and regulated process is a prerequisite
for physical and mental health. Sleep renews the body by protecting the metabolizable energy,
maturing the neuronal connections, as well as consolidating learning and memory. However,
when the life rhythm quickens and lifestyle changes, sleepiness and sleep structure disorders
threaten people’s routine activities and public safety [1]. Apart from these direct, or immediate
risk factors, traumatic childhood experiences may also increase the risk for a number of sleep
disorders in adulthood [2]. Demographics show that up to 24% of the adult population have
regular sleep problems [3]. In a more focused study, Ohayon and Smirne found that 27.6% of the
Italian population had sleep disorder symptoms [4]. The ‘Sleep Heart Health Study’ established
that, across the world, patients experiencing difficulty initiating or maintaining sleep or daytime
sleepiness have a reduced Health-Related Quality of Life (HRQoL) [5, 6]. The impact of sleep
problems on health and HRQoL translates into economic consequences [7, 8]. Wickwire et al.
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estimate that the global aggregate cost for sleep disorders exceeds $100 billion USD per year
[9]. Ozminkowski et al. found that, within a six month period, the average direct and indirect
costs for adults with sleep disorders were about $1,000 greater than for patients without sleep
problems [10]. Several scientific studies provide evidence that there is a strong link between
fatigue and occupational safety [11]. Léger demonstrated that sleep problems are statistically
linked to poorer medical status and worse socio-professional indicators [12]. A French study
found that employees with sleep problems missed twice as many workdays during a year when
compared to normal sleepers [12]. Sleep studies help to establish the diagnosis of pathologies,
such as circadian rhythm disorders, epilepsy, sleep apnea, insomnia and hypersomnia [13, 14].
Insomnia is the most common sleep problem in industrialized countries [15, 16]. For example,
the prevalence of insomnia is 23% in Japan and 56% in the United States). Around 50% of
insomnia patients did not seek medical attention [17]. Hence, a large number of patients suffer
without treatment. To maintain public health and productivity it is of great importance to
monitor sleep and analyze sleep stages.

On an abstract level, there are two main sleep stages, Non-REM (NREM) and Rapid Eye
Movement (REM). REM sleep occurs 5–30 min at 90 min intervals. During REM sleep the
neuronal activity is higher than during NREM sleep. During NREM sleep, metabolic rate, sym-
pathetic activity, blood pressure, and Heart Rate (HR) decrease while parasympathetic activity
increases. Sleep experts follow well-established guidelines for sleep scoring based on guidelines
from standardization bodies [18, 19]. Nowadays, overnight Polysomnography (PSG) is the ‘gold
standard’ for sleep stage evaluation [20]. It is a multi-parametric measurement apparatus that
records a wide range of physiological signals in parallel, such as Electroencephalogram (EEG),
Electrocardiogram (ECG), Electrooculogram (EOG), Electromyogram (EMG), blood oxygena-
tion, airflow, and respiratory effort. In the majority of cases, the PSG data is captured in the
controlled environment of a sleep laboratory. During pre-processing, the data is divided into
30 s epochs, and every epoch is categorized as either wakefulness, REM sleep or one of four
states (S1, ..., S4) during NREM sleep [21, 22, 23]. In 2012, the American Academy of Sleep
Medicine (AASM) published guidelines where the NREM stages S3 and S4 were combined to
one stage (S3) [19], also known as Slow Wave Sleep (SWS) [24]. The guidelines for sleep staging,
from Rechtschaffen & Kales, suggest the use of two EEG channels2, two EOG electrodes and
one EMG electrode [18]. Despite the efforts to standardize sleep staging, ambiguities still exist.
One such ambiguity comes from the fact that the sleep stage definitions leave some space for
individual interpretation [25]. Hence, expert based sleep staging is subject to bias and may
therefore be unreliable [24]. For example, Danker et al. examined inter-operator variability of
human expert scorers and found an interrater agreement of only 76.8% [26]. Another problem is
that the physiological mechanisms, which shape the physiological signals recorded during sleep,
are not well understood [6]. It is understood that sleep patterns change significantly with age,
but what causes these changes is less clear [27]. The lack of well-established causality between
physiological processes and the observed signals makes the data interpretation complex. Furt-
hermore, understanding physiological processes is an active research area, hence new and refined
relationships have to be learned all the time. Human experts can extract the required informa-
tion from medical data and make a diagnosis. However, computational methods can be used
as assistive devices to detect subtle differences in imagery, speed up the analysis process, and
reduce cost. These systems can provide a wide range of results, starting from event labelling3,
over feature extraction, up to the level of suggesting a diagnosis [28]. Despite progress made
in the development of diagnostic support systems, fundamental questions still remain, such as
‘Which physiological signals contain sufficient information to support a particular diagnosis?’

2The AASM manual suggests three EEG channels while keeping all other signals the same.
3For example, respiratory and body movement events.
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and ‘How can we ensure the safety of the diagnosis?’
In this review, we establish that there is a wide range of physiological signals which contain

sleep stage related information. This information can be used to support diagnosis, treatment
monitoring and drug efficacy tests. However, before we can harvest these benefits, it is necessary
to measure the signals and extract the information. The fact that we found a wide range of signal
processing methods indicates that there is no standard method for information extraction, and
indeed it is unclear which signals provide sufficient information for diagnosis. To address this
uncertainty, we reviewed information extraction mechanisms for different physiological signals,
to provide an indication of the information that is actually contained in the data. With respect
to this focus, we recognized that automated sleep stage scoring is likely to play a leading role
in future work. Computer machinery can assist to reduce inter- and intra-observer variability.
Supplementing manual analysis with computerized assistance has the potential to provide cost
savings. Furthermore, computer based systems can increase the quality of the extracted infor-
mation including the utilization of decision support systems to assist in signal interpretation.
We have discovered a large body of research on automated sleep stage scoring. This research
tends to follow a traditional design methodology of feature extraction, and in some cases au-
tomated decision making. The feature extraction step must be carefully considered, because it
reduces the information available for decision making, and its design process can be error prone.
We recognize that automatic sleep stage classification is a starting point for sleep stage scoring.
However, its diagnostic quality is usually insufficient in a practical setting, so that the sleep
stage recognition technique ultimately requires manual inspection of the polysomnograms by
expert human scorers. To improve outcome, we propose a general sleep stage scoring systems
design based on deep learning and Internet of Health Things (IoHT) technology, described in
more detail herein.

2. Review

This section presents a review of relevant scientific literature on automated sleep stage sco-
ring. We have structured the review such that the results can be used to support our position on
computer assisted sleep stage scoring and to justify our vision for future sleep scoring systems.
To be specific, we have structured the review in accordance with the physiological signals that
underpin sleep stage scoring. An initial analysis of the available literature showed that EEG,
ECG, and EOG data were most often used in automated sleep stage scoring systems. The next
three sections provide the review results for sleep scoring systems based on these signals. Indi-
vidual physiological signals can represent only one aspect of sleep stages. Measuring multiple
signals provides the benefit of redundant information as well as possibly providing additional
uncorrelated information. Hence, a number of scientific studies have investigated automated
sleep stage scoring based on multiple signals. Section 2.4 provides the review results for these
systems.

2.1. Electroencephalogram

The EEG is a recording of electrical activity of the brain. EEG patterns show different
characteristics during sleep stages. These features have been used for development of numerous
sleep stage classification systems [29, 30, 31, 32]. A wide variety of signal processing techniques
have been used to extract sleep- related information from EEG signals including: time-domain
features [33, 34, 35, 36], spectral features [37, 38, 39], time-frequency features [40, 41, 35] and non-
linear features [42, 43]. To provide adequate decision support for medical practitioners, several
classification methods have been utilised in the reviewed sleep classification studies including:
K-means [33], Support Vector Machine (SVM) [41], Ensemble Classification, such as Random
Forest [44], Bootstrap Aggregating [45] and Artificial Neural Network (ANN) [46].
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Table 1: A summary of the review results for selected research work that used a EEG
signals to support sleep stage scoring.

Author Data Feature extraction method Classification method Classification
results

Mousavi et al.,
2019 [53]

The benchmark Sleep-European
Data Format (EDF) dataset

time and frequency-domain as
well as sequence to sequence
features

Deep learning 84.26% accu-
racy for a two
class problem

Michielli et al.,
2019 [52]

The benchmark Sleep-EDF dataset 55 time and frequency-domain
features

Deep learning 83.6% accu-
racy for a two
class problem

Sharma et al.,
2018 [29]

The benchmark Sleep-EDF dataset Three-band time-frequency
localized wavelet filter bank
followed by log-energy,
signal-fractal-dimensions, and
signal-sample-entropy

SVM Up to 98.3%
accuracy for a
two class pro-
blem

Seifpour et al.,
2018 [34]

The benchmark Sleep-EDF dataset Novel time domain feature na-
med Statistical Behaviour of
Local Extrema

Multi class SVM Up to 97.9%
accuracy

Chriskos et al.,
2018 [54]

23 healthy male adults between the
ages of 23 and 45 (mean: 29 ± 6
years).

Two novel methods offuncti-
onal connectivity estimation:
Synchronization Likelihood
and Relative Wavelet Entropy

SVM [Highest accu-
racy], K-nearest para-
meters, Neural network

Accuracy:
92.93%

Memar and
Faradji 2018
[44]

Sleep-EDF database (Pz-Oz chan-
nel), St. Vincent’s University Hos-
pital and University College Dublin
(UCDDB), the Expanded Sleep-
EDF database (XSEDFDB)

Nested 5-fold cross validation,
subject cross-validation

Random Forest Accuracy:
95.31% for
nested 5-fold
and 86.64% for
subject cross-
validation
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Hassan and
Subasi, 2017
[45]

Sleep-EDF database -DREAMS Tunable-Q wavelet transform Bootstrap aggregating
(Bagging)

Accuracy:
92.43% for
6-classes from
the Sleep-EDF
database

Pillay et al.,
2018 [35]

16 preterm and term born newborns
of 27–41 weeks gestational age (their
age at birth)

Multiple features from the
time- and frequency-domain

Hidden Markov
Models (HMMs),
Gaussian Mixture
Models (GMMs)

HMM: mean
kappa : 0.62
(±0.16) GMM:
mean kappa :
0.55 (±0.15).

Supratak et
al., 2017 [51]

Montreal Archive of Sleep Studies,
Sleep-EDF database

a deep learning model, named
DeepSleepNets on raw single-
channel data

No classifier Sleep EDF:
Kappa: 0.76
MASS: Kappa:
0.80

da Silveira et
al., 2017 [39]

Sleep-EDF (Pz-Oz channel) Discrete Fourier Transform
(DFT)

Random Forest Accuracy for
6-state sleep
stages: 90.5%

Hassan and
Bhuiyan, 2016
[40]

Sleep-EDF database Tunable-Q factor wavelet
transform

Random forest Accuracy:
90.38%, for
6-classes

Hassan and
Bhuiyan, 2017
[47]

Sleep-EDF database Ensemble Empirical Mode
Decom- position

Random under sam-
pling boosting (RUS-
Boost)

Accuracy of up
to 98%

Bajaj and Pa-
chori, 2013 [48]

Sleep-EDF database time-frequency image based
on the Wigner-Ville distribu-
tion (WVD)

multiclass least squares
sup-port SVM.

Accuracy:
88.47

Diykh et al.,
2016 [33]

Sleep-EDF database, Sleep Spindles
database

The time domain features and
structural graph similarity

The K-means clustering
algorithm

Accuracy:
95.93% for
Sleep-EDF
dataset
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Dimitriadis et
al., 2018 [38]

Sleep-EDF database Wavelet decomposition and
cross-frequency coupling
techniques

multi-class Naive Bayes
classifier

Accuracy:
94.4%

Čić et al., 2013
[41]

Twenty healthy Croatian babies
aged 3 months

intrinsic mode functions de-
composition and generalised
zero-crossing methods

SVM Accuracy:
90%

Shi et al., 2015
[32]

25 adult subjects; Sleep Apnea Da-
taset provided by St. Vincent’s Uni-
versity Hospital and University Col-
lege Dublin.

A two-stage multi-view lear-
ning algorithm based on a
joint collaborative representa-
tion

K-means clustering Accuracy:
81.10%

Vural and Yil-
diz, 2010 [50]

International Database PhysioNet
Sleep Records

Principle component analysis
of time domain and frequency
domain

no classifier 41.1, 33.7,
92.6, 76.4,
96.4, 79.7%
success rates
for 6-classes

Koley and
Dey, 2012 [55]

28 subjects aged between 35 and 56
suspected to have sleep apnea

SVM based recursive feature
elimination technique

Binary SVMs were
combined with a one-
against-all strategy.

Accuracy:
85%

Şen et al., 2014
[56]

25 individuals aged 50 ±10 years;
Data set provided by provided by
St. Vincent’s University Hospital
and University College Dublin

Hybrid approach Random Forest Accuracy:
98.02%

Hsu et al.,
2013 [49]

Sleep-EDF (Fpz Cz channel) Energy feature extraction
using FIR bandpass filters

Elman recurrent neural
classifier

Accuracy:
87.2%

Acharya et al.,
2005 [57]

Sleep-EDF database Nonlinear measures Feature statistics
through Analysis Of
Variance (ANOVA) test

–
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Hassan and Bhuiyan decomposed EEG signals and developed a sleep classification system
using the Ensemble Empirical Mode decomposition technique and the RUSBoost classifier with
an average accuracy of 88.1% for a six class problem [47]. The accuracy is increased to 90.4%
for the six class problem using a tunable-Q factor wavelet transform technique together with
Random forest classifier [40]. Diykh, Li and Wen decomposed time domain features of EEG
signals and employed and identified six sleep stages using the K-means algorithm with 95.9%
accuracy [33]. Bajaj and Pachori [48] used time-frequency features of EEG signals and a mul-
ticlass least square SVM classifier to solve a six class problem. The classification accuracy was
88.5%. Hsu et al. proposed a system to classify sleep stages using EEG signal energy features
and recurrent neural classifier, resulting in 87.2% accuracy [49]. Seifpour et al. [34] proposed a
novel approach for multi-class sleep stage classification by using the symbolic analysis concepts
to develop a new time domain feature termed Statistical Behaviour of Local Extrema (SBLE).
They achieved 90.6% and 97.9% accuracy for six-stage and two-stage classification respecti-
vely. Principal component analysis [50] and Deep Learning methods [51, 52, 53] have also been
employed to construct an EEG-based sleep staging system with reasonable accuracy. Table
1 provides a summary of the review results. The table columns are Author, Data, Feature
extraction method, Classification method, and Classification results. The columns of the subse-
quent three tables have the same content. This allows us to contrast and compare automated
sleep stage scoring systems that were based on different physiological signals.

2.2. Electrocardiogram

ECG signals are recordings of the electrical activity of the human heart. In the absence
of heart diseases, ECG signals are highly structured and individual signal components can be
identified through visual inspection [58]. Individual sleep stages manifest themselves in subtle
changes in the ECG signal. Yücelbaş et al., Xiao et al., and Kesper et al. proposed that
sleep staging with ECG is less complex, but equally accurate, when compared to PSG analysis
[59, 60, 61]. Redmond et al. provide further support for the validity of ECG based sleep staging
by comparing it with EEG based sleep staging [62, 63]. Fell et al. made the case for nonlinear
analysis of ECG signals for sleep staging [64, 65].

Sleep stages are associated with activities of the Autonomic Nervous System (ANS) [66]. To
be specific, during REM sleep, the lung tidal volume decreases, and the respiratory rate exhibits
a frequent and irregular pattern compared with that in NREM sleep [67]. Therefore, the cha-
racteristics of the related physiological information, such as the respiratory rate and HR vary
according to the sleep stages. In a clinical setting, the HR is established by measuring successive
beat to beat (RR) intervals from ECG signals [68, 69]. Heart Rate Variability (HRV) provides
one or multiple measures that help to establish the regularity of HR signals [70, 71]. These
measures provide meaningful information for clinical intervention [72, 73], because they reflect
the ANS condition [74, 75, 76]. During REM sleep, the HR and its variability are increased
due to fluctuations between sympathetic and parasympathetic activities [77, 78]. Various HRV
parameters, calculated with time-, frequency-domain, and nonlinear analyses, revealed signifi-
cant differences between NREM and REM sleep [79, 80]. Trinder et al. analyzed the autonomic
activity during sleep with HRV measures [81]. de Zambotti et al. documented the effects of
alcohol on sleep by analysing the cardiac autonomic function [82]. Penzel et al. used detren-
ded fluctuation and spectral analysis for sleep stage information extraction [79]. Respiratory
sinus arrhythmia, a periodic variation in the HR according to the respiratory cycle, also exhibits
different patterns for REM versus NREM sleep [19]. Liu et al. compared HR and pulse rate
variability [83]. They found that pulse rate variability contained similar information as HRV.
That is of practical importance, because pulse rate is easier to measure than HR. Virtanen
et al. analyzed sleep stage changes in postmenopausal women [84]. Crasset et al. and Faust
et al. established that HRV changes with age and gender [85, 86]. Mendez et al. proposed a
real-time Decision Support System (DSS) for sleep stage scoring based on HR signals [87]. Table
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Table 2: A summary of the review results for selected research work that used a ECG
signals to support sleep stage scoring.

Author Data Feature extraction method Classification method Classification
results

Yücelbaş et
al., 2018 [59]

Sleep laboratory of Necmettin Erba-
kan University database and Phyisi-
oNet

Morphological methods Random Forest,
Wake, Non-REM,
REM (WNR)

Up to 87.11%
accuracy

Fell et al., 2015
[64]

Data from 12 healthy male Embedding dimension estima-
tion

– –

Fell et al., 2015
[65]

Data from 12 healthy male Correlation Dimension (CD),
Kolmogorov entropy, and Ly-
apunov exponent

– –

Yoon et al.,
2017 [78]

Twenty-one healthy subjects (male:
12, female: 9) and 30 sub-
jects (male: 25, female: 5) with
Obstructive Sleep Apnea (OSA) re-
corded at Seoul National University
Hospital

HR Statistical parameters,
Spectral power, variability
measurements

Threshold, REM dura-
tion

Accuracy:
87.54%

Liu et al., 2017
[83]

Seventy-five sleep apnea patients.
Data recorded as Shandong Pro-
vince of Traditional Chinese Medi-
cine Hospital

HR, Time domain statistical
parameters, Spectral power,
nonlinear measurements

Statistical analysis Not reported

Kesper et al.,
2012 [60]

Apnea-ECG and SIESTA Database HR, Spectral power evaluated
by ANOVA

threshold Accuracy:
57.8%

Virtanen et al.,
2007 [84]

71 healthy postmenopausal women HR, linear, geometric and
nonlinear

Statistical analysis Not reported

Xiao et al.,
2013 [61]

Public database Sleep and Stroke
Volume Data Bank

HR, linear statistics, spectral
power, nonlinear

WNR, random forest Accuracy:
88.67%

Redmond and
Heneghan,
2006 [62]

37 subjects ECG derived respiration and
HR statistics. EEG sleep sta-
ging for comparison

Evaluation of HR para-
meters during different
sleep stages

Not reported
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Redmond et
al., 2007 [63]

31 male subjects ECG derived respiration and
HR statistics.

WNR, Linear Discri-
minant Analysis (LDA)
and a quadratic LDA.

up to 76.1%

Mendez et al.,
2010 [87]

24 subjects HR statistics Spectral power. REM-NREM, HMM. Accuracy:
79.3%

Penzel et al.,
2003 [79]

64 patients with symptoms of exces-
sive daytime sleepiness and arterial
hypertension

HR statistics, spectral power Wake, light-, deep-sleep
REM. ANOVA

Not reported

Crasset et al.,
2001 [85]

26 subjects, 18 normal, 4 with heart
transplants

HR Statistical analysis ANOVA Not reported

Trinder et al.,
2001 [81]

14 healthy subjects HR spectral power, blood
pressure

Statistical analysis Not reported

de Zambotti et
al., 2015 [82]

17 healthy subjects Statistical analysis of labeled
data to find sleep stage tran-
sitions

Not reported Not reported
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2 provides a summary of the review results on automated sleep scoring systems based on ECG
signals. That table includes work on HR, because for all relevant studies the HR signal was
extracted from ECG signals with appropriate algorithms.

2.3. Electrooculography and respiratory effort

EOG results from the continuous measurement of the corneo-retinal standing potential which
can be used to track eye movements. Hence, this signal provides important information for REM
stage detection. According to the AASM rules [19], the EOG electrodes are positioned 1 cm
lateral to the left and right outer canthi. That placement is straight forward, indeed it can be
undertaken by patients [88]. The user led signal acquisition is an important factor for long term
monitoring and continuous sleep stage assessment. From this perspective, the work by Virkkala
et al. [89] is important, because they demonstrated that EOG signals contain information about
NREM sleep stages. Rahman et al. could significantly improve the classification accuracy of
EOG based sleep scoring [90].

Respiratory information has been widely used to assess human nocturnal sleep objectively
[91, 92, 93]. Long et al. used respiratory effort amplitude to establish an automated sleep
stage classification system [94]. To improve the classification accuracy, they performed subject
specific feature normalization. Such subject specific interventions are an important topic when
it comes to long term sleep health monitoring, because of age-related changes to physiological
parameters. Table 3 summarizes the review results for sleep studies based on both EOG and
respiratory effort.

2.4. Combination of signals

The combination of multiple physiological signals provides redundant information. That
is important for human scorers, because a particular bit of information might be overlooked
in one signal, but that same information might be detected in another signal. Therefore, PSG
incorporates a wide range of physiological signals. As such, it is the standard method to diagnose
sleep disorders [95]. Typically, PSG recordings include the EEG, EOG, EMG and ECG. In
many cases, these signals are recorded during the entire night [23, 96]. With PSG, sleep stage
is manually scored on each 30 s epoch throughout the night by trained sleep experts, forming a
sleep hypnogram [22].

EEG signals in combination with other physiological signals, such as ECG, EOG and EMG
have also been used to design automatic sleep stage scoring systems [97, 98]. Kishi et al. found
that the mechanism which governs NREM sleep stage transitions is also important for the REM
sleep rhythm [99].

R.S.T. Leung, studied the effects of OSA on the sleep stages by observing autonomic functions
through multiple physiological signals [100]. Tracik and Ebersbach studied the sleep attack
pattern of a Parkinson patient [101]. They found a very fast transition from stable wakefulness
to S2 without passing through S1. Kushida et al. compared subject reports with sleep patterns
extracted from PSG measurements [102]. They could not detect significant differences between
the subjective case reports and the objective sleep staging. Montgomery-Downs et al. studied
developmental changes of the sleep patterns in children [103]. Long et al. used actigraphy and
respiratory effort to determine sleep and wake states [104]. In their study, they emphasized the
nonlinear concept of dynamic warping to improve the classification results. Kirjavainen et al.
fused information from both respiratory and body movement signals to determine sleep stages
and wakefulness in infants and young adults [105]. The movement signals came from a novel
sensor enhanced bed, which could measure body movements unobtrusively. Tripathy et al. [106]
and Yildirim et al. [107] used a deep learning system to fuse information from multiple signals.
Such an approach might provide better robustness in case of noisy and intermittent data. Table
4 summarizes our review findings for automated sleep stage scoring based upon a combination
of signals.
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Table 3: A summary of the review results for selected research work that used a Elec-
trooculography and respiratory effort to support sleep stage scoring.

Author Signals and data Feature extraction method Classification method Classification
results

Long et al.,
2014 [94]

Respiratory effort from 48 he-
althy subjects participating in the
SIESTA project

Respiratory amplitude, statis-
tics, spectral power, ampli-
tude and volume analysis

Subject specific quadra-
tic LDA, WNR

Accuracy:
79%

Liang et al.,
2015 [88]

EOG from 16 healthy experimental
subjects

Spectral analysis LDA for wake, REM,
S1, S2, SWS classifica-
tion

Sensitivity:
82.6%.

Virkkala et al.,
2007 [89]

EOG from 265 subjects Spectral analysis Thresholds for REM S1,
S2 and SWS

Epoch
agreement:
72.9%.

Rahman et al.,
2018 [90]

EOG Physionet DB Statistics of Discrete Wavelet
Transform (DWT) coefficients

6 classes problem ap-
proached with SVM,
RUSboost and random
forest

Accuracy of up
to 91.7% with
SVM
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Table 4: A summary of the review results for selected research work that used a combi-
nation of physiological signals to support sleep stage scoring.

Yildirim et al.,
2011 [107]

sleep-edf and sleep-edfx Convolutional neural network Up to 97.62%

Author Signals and data Feature extraction method Classification method Classification
results

Tripathy et al.,
2018 [106]

MIT-BIH polysomnographic data-
base

From RR: recurrence quantifi-
cation analysis and dispersion
entropy. From ECG: variance
and the dispersion entropy of
frequency bands

Deep neural network 95.71% accu-
racy for REM
vs. NREM

Kishi et al.,
2011 [99]

Full PSG 11 healthy subjects Statistical analysis State machine model for
waking, REM sleep, S1,
S2, and S3

Not reported

Takatani et al.,
2018 [109]

74 newborns and 16 adults EEG spectral power, HR ab-
solute high frequency compo-
nent.

Statistical analysis,
REM and NREM sleep

–

Fonseca et al.,
2015 [110]

Data from 48 subjects ECG: Spectral power, varia-
bility measurements, and net-
work analysis. PSG: Time /
frequency, and network analy-
sis

LDA, Wake, NREM
and REM

Accuracy:
80%

Helland et al.,
2015 [6]

EEG, ECG and respiratory signals
from the SIESTA database

HR: statistics. PSG: Time /
frequency, and network analy-
sis

LDA, Wake, REM and
REM

Accuracy:
80%

Kesek et al.,
2009 [111]

EEG, ECG and respiratory signals
from 230 habitual snorersand 170
other subjects (all female)

HR: statistics and Spectral
power. PSG: manual scoring

Evaluation of HR para-
meters during different
sleep stages

Not reported

Estévez et al.,
2002 [112]

11 healthy infants EEG sleep spindle detection
EOG REM detection and
EMG muscle tone

Threshold WNR Not reported
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Willemen et
al., 2014 [3]

36 healthy subjects HR statistics and spectral po-
wer, Breathing Rate (BR) sta-
tistics, and movement statis-
tics

SVM WNR 81%

Long et al.,
2014 [104]

Actigraphy and respiratory effort,
115 healthy adults

Statistical analysis of dynamic
wrapping of body movement

LDA, binary problem
for comparing features
to a PSG study

accuracy
95.7%

Kirjavainen et
al., 2018 [105]

22 infants or young children Statistical analysis of body
movements

Comparison with PSG,
WNR

Not reported

R.S.T. Leung,
2015 [100]

17 healthy subjects Statistical analysis of labeled
data to find sleep stage tran-
sitions

Not reported Not reported

Tracik and
Ebersbach,
2001 [101]

Full PSG One subject with Parkin-
son’s disease

Visual scoring of W, S1, S2,
S3, and REM

Visual scoring Not reported

Kushida et al.,
2001 [102]

Full PSG 100 patients with sleep
disorders

Visual scoring of wake and
sleep states

Threshold Accuracy:
77%

Montgomery-
Downs et al.,
2006 [103]

542 healthy children in the age range
from 3.2 – 8.6 years

Visual scoring of W, S1, S2,
S3, and REM

Visual scoring Not reported
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3. Discussion

Information can be defined as a measure of what we can learn from a given amount of data
[108]. Hence, the idea of extracting information from physiological signals is vital to sleep stage
scoring. With this information centric view, the research question can be stated as: ‘How much
information is needed for sleep state scoring and which signals provide that information?’ In the
absence of a standardized test for automated sleep stage scoring systems, this question is not
readily answered, because each published study investigates a specific aspect and presents novel
findings. These findings are based on a particular algorithm setup which is used to process data
from specific databases. To shed some light on these questions, we have structured the review in
terms of individual physiological signals. Based on this structure, we were able to establish that
most of the reviewed work was concerned with EEG data. That focus is justified, because sleep
and sleep stages is caused by significant changes in the brain activity [42]. Apart from EEG,
all physiological signals measure symptoms of sleep stages. That makes it difficult to detect
individual NREM stages. Hence, there are fewer studies which focus on these secondary signals.
ECG is likely to be the most prominent secondary signal. It picks up sleep related changes in
the ANS. EOG is an important signal for REM phase classification. However, NREM stages are
rather complex to classify based on the EOG. Figure 1 depicts the number of studies which use
a particular physiological signal. Apart from the amount of studies, another important fact is
that the physiological data for all of the reviewed studies originated from clinical studies. There
is as of yet no work on long term sleep stage monitoring, which would inevitably require the
home recording of signals.

Figure 1: Treemap representation of the number of studies that used a particular phy-
siological signal. The area of the individual rectangles is proportional to the amount of
studies.

PSG studies are carried out in dedicated sleep labs, where patients are kept overnight. In
the sleep lab, the cost for the individual measurement is low, compared to the overall cost of
running the facility. Hence, it makes sense to measure as many physiological signals as possible
during patient study. To be specific, multiple measurements add redundancy that improves
the quality of the diagnosis, especially for human scorers. However, the need for redundancy
implies that these systems have to address a problem which may be random in nature. Indeed
it is difficult, if not impossible, to predict when a human expert will make an error. As a
consequence, a prerequisite for reducing the degree of redundancy, and therefore the amount
of resources required for a diagnosis, is to make the process which leads to a diagnosis more
reliable. In the next section we outline a generic design of an automated sleep stage scoring
system which addresses these shortcomings.
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3.1. Future work

This review suggests that use of an automated DSS is one way to establish a reliable diagnosis.
Trust in the DSS system should be established with traceability [113, 114], i.e. the decision
process should be transparent and repeatable. Another important aspect is continuous learning.
Just like a human practitioner, a DSS must also learn all the time. Furthermore, there is
a need for less intrusive signal measurement systems, whereby to ensure patient comfort can
be improved. In some cases long term monitoring is compromised by patients who fail to
wear the sensor equipment, because wearing equipment was uncomfortable. Another important
requirement for long term monitoring is real-time analysis [115], since real-time results provide
an opportunity to control the therapeutic process.

To address these needs and establish the requirements, we approach the problem from a
signal perspective. Recording a physiological signal over multiple sleep cycles implies that the
measurement is done in the normal patient environment. EEG signals are impracticable, because
the measurement setup must be done by an expert and it is difficult if not impossible for a patient
to wear the recording system during the day. EOG is impractical for similar reasons, despite the
fact that there are sensor masks that can be applied by patients. The masks, used to measure
airflow and respiratory effort, are inconvenient to wear. Long term ECG monitoring is already a
standard procedure which could be used to measure multiple sleep cycles. Even more convenient
for the patient are HR measurements, because they involve only one sensor attached to a breast
strap. That convenience comes from the fact that HR signals can be measured by detecting
and encoding the time between two consecutive peaks (R-waves). The R-wave amplitude is
rather large, usually in the rage of millivolts, when compared to the remainder of the signal.
In contrast, the ECG requires constant recording4 with a resolution of microvolts. Therefore,
the data rate of the HR is much lower5 when compared to ECG. The lower data rate implies
that consumer technology can be used to communicate the HR data. With this technology an
unobtrusive sleep stage monitoring, based on the IoHT, can be established [116]. The literature
review in Section 2 shows that 5 studies linked HRV with sleep stages. Hence, HR signals contain
the required information, i.e. they can be used for sleep staging.

Figure 2 shows an overview block diagram which captures these requirements. The data
is shown flowing from the sensors to a cloud server via mobile technology. From there a deep
learning system queries the measured signal in the form of data blocks. These data blocks can be
used for automated sleep stage scoring and for learning. The analysis results are disseminated
via social networks and other communication apps. This dissemination approach allows us to
reach patient, caregivers, and medical staff in a discriminant way. The medical doctor in charge
can obtain the raw data independently and review (trace) the decision process of the deep
learning system. As such, sensor, mobile device, and cloud storage implement the IoHT. The
deep learning system supports the medical practitioner in the process of finding a diagnosis.
That diagnosis is disseminated to via the IoHT such that it reaches the correct patient.

In this design approach, deep learning takes center stage, because that method considers
all of the available information content during both the training and the inference phases [117].
That is an advantage over the traditional machine learning algorithms found in most of the re-
viewed sleep scoring systems [118]. To be specific, traditional machine learning requires feature
extraction to condense the data into a low dimensional feature vector6, because the decision ma-
king algorithms fail to handle high dimensional data. In essence, the feature extraction step is an
exercise in information reduction. Hence, traditional machine learning methods never consider
all of the available information. Operating on reduced information makes them underperform

4The usual sampling frequency is 256 Hz.
5256 times when we compare the ECG signal with a HR signal of 60 beats per minute.
6Typically, less than 10 dimensions
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Figure 2: HR based sleep stage diagnosis support system

for unknown data. As a consequence, test result quality, as published in the scientific literature,
is difficult if not impossible to achieve in a practical setting. In contrast, deep learning has the
potential to excel in such blindfold validation tasks [119]. Hence, deep learning is more suitable
for practical applications, such as long term sleep stage monitoring. The decision making algo-
rithm is presented with all of the data containing all the available information. Conceptually,
deep learning moves away from information reduction towards knowledge extraction. However,
deep learning is computationally complex [119]. Thus, the data must travel to the processing,
i.e. physiological data must travel to a data center. Depending on the physiological signal, this
might create problems for the communication and storage infrastructure. Hence, we propose
HR signals for automated sleep stage scoring. They have the lowest data-rate of all signals taken
into consideration.

3.2. Limitations

Traditionally, HR is extracted from ECG signals by detecting the heartbeat (R wave) and
subsequently calculating the beat-to-beat (RR) interval [120]. However, the instrumentation
effort for measuring HR directly is significantly lower when compared with ECG measurements.
In other words, we do not consider the most efficient signal measurement method for scientific
studies. That efficiency comes from the fact that the R wave is a readily detected signal de-
flection. Sensors, which measure the HR directly are efficient, because R wave detection requires
less instrumentation effort than ECG measurements. However, this presents a problem, because
the heartbeat detection process is not well documented and is oftentimes proprietary to the
company which manufactures the sensors. Therefore, it is difficult to establish that direct HR
measurements will yield the same beat-to-beat interval sequence as HR extracted from ECG,
especially for the subtle signal alterations which are indicative of sleep stage changes. However,
none of the reviewed studies is based upon data from HR sensors. All of the relevant research was
done by extracting the beat to beat interval from ECG signals. The signals were measured with
medical equipment according to measurement standards [121]. Even with standardization, the
measurement setup and indeed measurement errors influence the resulting signal [122]. The pro-
blem increases if the signal acquisition does not follow medical standards. There is no evidence
that direct HR measurements have the same information content as HR extracted from ECG
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signals. For example, modern breast strap based HR sensors detect the R wave in hardware7.
Such a means of detection tends to be less complex when compared to software algorithms that
extract the R peaks from ECG [123]. That complexity is required to improve the peak detection
quality. Pulse Pressure Variation (PPV) measures HR based on blood flow measurements. It
is difficult to establish the measurement quality needed for HRV analysis, because the human
circulation system acts as a filter for the heartbeat which pumps the blood. As a consequence,
decision making systems that were trained with HR extracted from the ECG might have reduced
accuracy when they are used to analyze directly measured HR. Sleep studies are needed which
either produce labeled HR signals that are directly measured for the patient or recordings of
both ECG and direct HR.

Through the review process, we found that the sleep-EDF database [124] on Physionet [125]
has thus far been used in 10 studies. That database contains EEG, EOG, EMG, and respiration
signals as well as body temperature. The data provides an excellent opportunity to advance
sleep stage technology through cooperation and competition. A common dataset makes the
sleep scoring results comparable. Unfortunately, there is no ECG database which has a similar
prominence. The ‘Sleep HR and SV Data Bank’8 is also a publicly accessible database, but
it has thus far been used in only one study. Granting public access to these databases is a
step towards open science that leads to improved technology that can benefit a large number of
individuals. However, both data amount and diversity of current databases are insufficient to
create universal sleep scoring systems. A sustained effort is needed for remedy.

4. Conclusion

Physiological signals contain sleep stage related information. The task of a DSS is to extract
and present this information to a human practitioner. Hence, physiological signals and their
information content take center stage in sleep stage scoring. The emphasis on physiological
signals is also justified by the fact that instrumentation effort, data rate, and cost differ greatly
between the individual signals. In our review, we have found that all investigated physiological
signals contain sleep stage related information. From this perspective, the current approach of
measuring EEG, EOG, EMG and ECG in one PSG sitting makes sense – a maximal amount
of information is obtained in a short period of time. However, some of this information is
redundant, i.e. the ECG merely confirms information already extracted from an EEG signal.
Redundancy however, is assistive in making a system reliable. For example, a human practitioner
might miss a sleep stage transition in an EEG signal due to fatigue, but that expert might spot
the transition in the ECG signal. However, that redundancy comes at the cost of expert labor
and expensive equipment. The cost and the sheer inconvenience for the patient make recordings
longer than one night impractical, even though longer recordings might reveal additional sleep
disorders and therefore provide a fuller picture of the patient’s sleep health. Patient led signal
acquisition and DSS support can help to establish long-term unobtrusive sleep monitoring.

DSS can address issues of inter- and intra-observer variability, because an algorithm pro-
duces the same output from a given input regardless of space and time. Furthermore, these
systems reduce the need for interpreting multiple signals, because they are immune to fatigue
related signal misinterpretations. The need for redundancy can be addressed by observing the
physiological signals during multiple sleep cycles. This has the added benefit that more sleep
abnormalities can be detected. Furthermore, DSS systems can be made aware of the latest
research findings via software and hardware updates, which is convenient and cost effective and
can be helpful in tandem with training of human experts.

7Web page (last accessed 16.09.2018): https://www.edn.com/design/analog/4442954/1/

What-a-circuit-designer-needs-for-a-robust--wearable-health-sensor-system-design
8Web page (last accessed 04/09/2018): http://www.pri.kmu.lt/datbank/archiv.php
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As part of our future work, we propose to combine Artificial Intelligence (AI) and IoHT
technology to create a HR based sleep scoring system. Using HR ensures patient comfort as
well as a lower and therefore more manageable data rate. The signals are stored in a cloud
server for traceability and continuous learning. The automated decision support is established
with a deep learning system which takes account of all of the available data during the decision
making process. We believe that any such a system will benefit patients in part by establishing
a real-time sleep monitoring system, which provides constant feedback and emergency messages.
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AASM American Academy of Sleep Medicine
ANS Autonomic Nervous System
ANN Artificial Neural Network
AI Artificial Intelligence
ANOVA Analysis Of Variance
BR Breathing Rate
CD Correlation Dimension
DFT Discrete Fourier Transform
DSS Decision Support System
DWT Discrete Wavelet Transform
ECG Electrocardiogram
EDF European Data Format
EEG Electroencephalogram
EMG Electromyogram
EOG Electrooculogram
GMM Gaussian Mixture Model
HMM Hidden Markov Model
HR Heart Rate
HRQoL Health-Related Quality of Life
HRV Heart Rate Variability
IoHT Internet of Health Things
LDA Linear Discriminant Analysis
NREM Non-REM
OSA Obstructive Sleep Apnea
PSG Polysomnography
PPV Pulse Pressure Variation
REM Rapid Eye Movement
SBLE Behaviour of Local Extrema
SVM Support Vector Machine
SWS Slow Wave Sleep
WNR Wake, Non-REM, REM
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